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REGULATIONS 

 

Continuing Professional 
Development 

Approval Authority 

 

COUNCIL 

1 OBJECTIVE 

To ensure that European Geologists undertake and report Continuing Professional 
Development 

2 SCOPE 

This Regulation covers the actions of European Geologists, National Associations and 
Licensed Bodies in establishing, maintaining and operating the procedures related to 
Continuing Professional Development. 

3 RELATED REGULATIONS 

Reference should be made to the following related Regulations: 

Regulation C2:  Grievance and Disciplinary Procedures 

Regulation E1:  Criteria for award of the title of European Geologist 

Regulation E2:  Procedure for award of the title of European Geologist 

Regulation E3:  National Vetting Committee 

Regulation E4:  Licensed Bodies 

4 DEFINITIONS, ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

4.1 Definitions 

Continuing Professional Development (CPD) is the systematic maintenance, 
improvement and broadening of knowledge and skills, and the development of personal 
qualities necessary for the execution of professional and technical duties throughout a 
practitioner’s working life. 

4.2 Roles and Responsibilities 

The European Federation of Geologists is responsible for establishing a Continuing 
Professional Development Scheme (see Regulation E6 – this Regulation). 

European Geologists have a responsibility to their profession to maintain and develop 
their abilities as practitioners by demonstrating a commitment to Continuing Professional 
Development.  It is mandatory for all European Geologists to: 

(i) undertake a programme of Continuing Professional Development; 

(ii) submit a formal, annual record of Continuing Professional Development that has 
been undertaken.  Each European Geologist is responsible for submitting their 
CPD record to the Licensed Body that is responsible for the maintenance of their 
title. 

National Associations are responsible for adapting the EFG CPD Scheme for its 
European Geologists to tailor the scheme to local custom and practice.  Any such 
adaptations are subject to approval by the Registration Authority. 
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Licensed Bodies are responsible for providing, maintaining and administering a scheme 
of Continuing Professional Development for all European Geologists for whom they have 
the responsibility for maintenance of the title of European Geologist (see Regulation E4). 

5 REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

5.1 Types of activities that contribute to CPD 

The following activities can contribute to Continuing Professional Development. 

 

Professional Practice: 

Professional Practice is defined as self-development to meet or exceed the requirements 
of the role of a professional geologist. This will include developing general managerial or 
business skills as well as geological skills or knowledge. This does not include day to 
day work. To count as Professional Practice the work activity must extend beyond 
carrying out routine tasks or utilising existing skills or knowledge. CPD recorded under 
this activity type should indicate the nature of the skills or knowledge developed rather 
than just giving a job title or name of a project. Examples of the types of work-based 
development that will count as Professional Practice include: 

• improving knowledge (geological knowledge, knowledge of legislation or 
regulations, researching best practice in human resource management or health 
and safety etc.); 

• professional or business development, e.g. developing financial, report writing or 
project management skills; 

• interpersonal development, eg developing communication or negotiation skills; 
and 

• developing technical skills (geological techniques or methods, information 
technology, data analysis, modeling skills etc.) 

 

Formal Learning (Tested): 

Formal learning (tested) applies where the aims and objectives of the training are well 
established, the European Geologist actively participates, and their performance or 
ability is tested upon completion. A third party provides the training (e.g. an employer 
through on-the-job training, or a dedicated training provider). 

A higher rate of points is awarded for courses where work is tested. Participation is 
validated by course certification/authentication (by an employer, for example).  

 

Formal Learning (Untested): 

Formal learning (untested) is where the aims and objectives of the training are well 
established, but the performance or ability of the European Geologist is not formally 
tested. A third party facilitates or directs the training (e.g. an employer through on-the-job 
training, or a dedicated training provider). 

 

Informal learning/training: (also known as experience-based, or experiential 
learning). 

The aims and objectives may not necessarily be established or are not specific to the 
training needs of the European Geologist. Informal learning provides improved breadth 
or depth of geological knowledge or an improved understanding of a subject relevant to 
employment. Participation is largely passive (e.g. attendance at a lecture or conference 
etc.)  

 

Self-directed Study: 

Self-directed study comprises an activity that provides: 

• an increased breadth or depth of geological knowledge; or 
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• an improved understanding of a subject relevant to the European Geologist’s 
employment (e.g. reading to keep abreast of published information).  

 

Non-work activities: 

Non-work activities include: 

• participating in the functioning or management of professional organizations, e.g. 
the European Federation of Geologists, a National Association, etc.; 

• organising conferences or similar events; 

• undertaking coaching and mentoring to support professional development; and 

• communicating science to the non-geoscientific public (e.g. via press interview) 

 

Contributing to knowledge. 

Contributing to knowledge primarily refers to publishing and related activities. It could 
include: 

• making presentations, publishing papers/books/articles, and assisting others to 
achieve publication through any medium whether as a sponsor, editor or referee; 
and 

• writing minutes, reports etc for professional bodies. 

 

5.2 Minimum requirements for amount of CPD 

Amounts of Continuing Professional Development undertaken are normally reported on 
a points scheme.  Each hour of CPD under each activity type is assigned a number of 
points (see Table 1 below).  In this way, greater importance can be attached to those 
activities deemed to provide greatest benefit to the participating European Geologist. 

If in employment, a European Geologist should record a minimum of 60 points in each 
year. Up to 30 points may be carried over from the previous year. At least 15 points 
should be recorded annually under Professional Practice, along with some points under 
at least two other activity types.  

If not in employment, a European Geologist should record a minimum of 40 points in 
each year. Up to 20 points may be carried over from the previous year. No activity type is 
mandatory, but points should be recorded under at least two activity types each year.  

5.3 Adaptation of requirements by a National Association 

A National Association may propose amendments to the types of activities and/or 
minimum requirements (see Sections 5.1 and 5.2 above) to tailor the scheme to local 
custom and practice.  The procedure for acceptance of such proposed amendments is 
defined in Section 6.1 below. 

5.4 Mandatory Continuing Professional Development 

It is mandatory for all European Geologists to: 

(i) undertake Continuing Professional Development; 

(ii) meet at least the minimum requirements regarding the amounts of CPD 
undertaken; and 

(iii) submit a formal record of CPD undertaken to the Licensed Body that is 
responsible for the maintenance of the title.  The record must be submitted at the 
time and frequency defined by the Licensed Body. 

Any European Geologist that does not meet these mandatory CPD requirements will be 
removed from the Register and no longer be entitled to use the title of European 
Geologist. 
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Table 1: Weighting of CPD categories and activity types 

 

Category Activity type 
Points weighting (conversion 

of points to hours) 
Maximum points 
allowed per year 

Acquiring knowledge and skills 
by deployment  

Professional 
practice  

1point / 8 hours  40 (320 hours)  

Formal learning 
(tested)  

1 point / 1 hour  30 (30 hours)  

Formal learning 
(untested)  

1 point / 1.5 hours  30 (45 hours)  

Informal 
learning/training  

1 point / 2 hours  30 (60 hours)  

Enhancing and maintaining 
skills and knowledge  

Self-directed study  1 point / 2 hours  30 (60 hours)  

Non-work activities  1 point / 3 hours  30 (90 hours)  
Participating in the geoscience 
community  Contributing to 

knowledge  
1 point / 1 hour  30 (30 hours)  
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6 PROCEDURE 

6.1 Establishment of System for Continuing Professional Development 

Notes and Additional Information Action Responsibilities

Review local custom and 

practice regarding CPD

Are there any

Issues requiring adaptation 

of CPD scheme?

Propose adaptation to 

Registration Authority

Are there any 

reasons for rejecting 

proposal

Refer proposals back to 

Licensed Body for further 

consideration

Establish CPD 

Scheme

Inform European Geologists 

on Register of Licensed Body 

of CPD scheme and 

procedures to be followed in 

reporting CPD undertaken

Yes

Yes

No

No

Licensed Body

Registration Authority

Licensed Body
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6.2 Completion of Reports on Continuing Professional Development 
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6.3 Evaluation of Reports on Continuing Professional Development 
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7 RECORDS 

The Licensed Bodies are responsible for maintaining the following records: 

• A Register of each European Geologist that the Licensed Body is responsible for 
in terms of maintenance of their title, including details of CPD records submitted 
and accepted. 

 


